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The word problem in certain groups is studied in algebraic
terms with a geometric background. A relator is made to
correspond to a plane complex so that generators are associated
with 1-cells and defining relators are associated with 2-cells of
the complex. In the case of less-than-one-sixth groups, the
results obtained are essentially those found by Greendlinger.

Let & = J?~lyi/~ where Λ ^ is a normal subgroup of a free
group ^ with fixed free generators (understood to include inverses).
Let <yy~ be the smallest normal subgroup containing a set & of
cyclically reduced words (defining relators for S^). Nonempty words in
^V are relators for Sf'. Let & be closed under inverses and cyclic
permutations. Assume each free generator appears in at least one
defining relator.

In this paper we use complexes to study how relators depend upon
defining relators. A complex is determined by a finite set E of elements
(called edges), a partition of E into subsets (called boundaries), a par-
tition of E into pairs of edge&> and a cyclic order for the edges in
each boundary; vertices and the property of connectedness can then be
defined. After a free generator is assigned to each edge (with inverse
free generators assigned to paired edges), the above-mentioned cyclic
orders determine words (called values) for each boundary. More pre-
cisely, some word and all its cyclic permutations are the values of a
boundary.

It is shown that each relator is a value of one of the boundaries
of some spherical complex (a connected complex with Euler characteristic
2) whose other boundaries have defining relators for their values. The
converse is also proved: if defining relators are the values of all but
one of the boundaries of a spherical complex, then a value of the re-
maining boundary is a relator. Thus the question of recognizing the
relators in &—the word problem in S^—can be viewed as the question
of determining the words which can correspond to one boundary of a
spherical complex whose other boundaries correspond to defining relators.

These results are essentially a reformulation of the first two lemmas
in a paper by Van Kampen who approached the problem geometrically.
The proofs given here are combinatorial in nature.

In passing from a relator to a complex, we use a system (called a
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structure) which characterizes one construction of the relator from a
collection of defining relators. Structures help to define certain basic
relators.

The problem of recognizing relators is reduced to finding basic
relators by showing that each freely reduced relator contains a sub-
word which is a basic relator. When W is a cyclically reduced basic
relator, some subword of W is a subword of a defining relator. The
number of such sub words, contained dis jointly in the cyclic word W,
is estimated via simple calculations using a spherical complex associated
with W. The calculations are given in §8; they were suggested by
the proof of the Five Color Theorem in [1] Courant and Robbins.

This estimate is applied when W is in a group Sf which is a less-
than-one-sixth group or, briefly, a sixth group. A group Sf is called
a sixth group if any subword common to 2 distinct defining relators
has a length which is less than one sixth of the length of both of the
defining relators. As a result, W is seen to contain a subword which
is more than one half of a defining relator.

Thus a nonempty cyclically reduced word is a relator in a sixth
group only if the word can be shortened by replacing one of its sub-

. words X by a shorter word Y~ι where XY is a defining relator. This
solves the word problem for sixth groups. Other proofs have been
given by Tartakovskii arid Greendlinger.

Our results are contained in the following

MAIN THEOREM. In a presented group, each freely reduced re-
lator contains a subword which is a certain kind of relator called a
basic relator.

If a cyclically reduced word W is a basic relator for a sixth
group, then either W is a defining relator or the cyclic word W con-
tains disjointly Pk subwords which are greater than 7-&/6 of a
defining relator (ft=2, 3, 4) and the integers Pksatisfy 3P2 + 2P 3 +P 4 ^6.
Thus W contains a subword which is more than 1/2 of a defining
relator.

2. Constructing relators* Let W = FXXF2 and V= VΊV2 be words
in J^~. Here " s " stands for "identically equal to". We write
W-» V (delete X) and V— W (insert X). If also F-> U (delete Γ),
then W-* U (delete X, Y). This leads to a definition of W-+W
(delete Xx, , Xn) and W-+W (insert X%, , Xx) for n^l.

A word W splits into one or more words Wu •••, Wn if the W€

can be put in a sequence WΊ, , Wr

n so that 1 —> W (insert W[, , Wή)
where 1 denotes the empty word. An &-word of type t is any word
which splits into t defining relators.

A product of a free generator and its inverse is a null word. If
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W, W are words such that either W~Wfov W-> W (delete Nl9 , Nk)
where the N{ are null words, then W partially reduces to W and W
is a partially reduced form of W. If, in addition, no subword of W
is a null word, then W is the freely reduced form of W. A relator
of type t is a partially reduced ^-word of type t (i.e. a partially re-
duced form of an ^-word of type t).

The first lemma shows that each relator can be constructed from
the empty word by insertions of defining relators, possibly followed by
deletions of null words.

LEMMA 2.1. Each relator is a partially reduced &-word. In
other words, each relator has at least one type.

Proof. The collection of & -words is closed under inverses and
products. If W is an ^-word and x is a free generator, then it must
be shown that xWx"1 is a partially reduced form of some ^-word W.
Suppose 1 —• W (insert Ru , Rn) where the R{ are defining relators.
Let x be the first letter in a defining relator R = x Y. Put W =
x WYY~ιx~ι so that Wf partially reduces to x Wx"1 and 1 —> W (insert
R, Ru , Rn, R"1). This completes the proof.

It can be shown if W" is a cyclic permutation of a word W which
splits into Wu •••, W%, then W" splits into some cyclic permutations
Wϊ, •••, W'ή of Wu •••, Wn, respectively. Hence,

REMARK 2.1. The set of ^-words of type t is closed under cyclic
permutations. The set of relators of type t is closed under cyclic
permutations.

3* Structures for relators* We need terminology for permutations
of a finite set in order to define a structure. In this section, all sets
are finite; 0 denotes the empty set.

Let θ be a cyclic permutation, acting on a set E. If EΦ 0, suppose
E — {alf , am} and either m = 1 with aβ — a1 or m ^ 2 with αx0 =
α ί+1(l ^ i ^ m - 1) and αm0 = α1# Then 0 is represented by an array
H = a1 αm and by the m cyclic permutations of H. Any subword
of H is said to partially represent θ. If j£ = 0, then 0 is the empty
permutation, represented by the empty array 1.

A set of words in J?~ is associated with θ by assigning a free
generator to each element in E. If #{ is assigned to aiy then V =
x1 xm (a word in ^~) is called the value of H or a value of θ.
The values of θ are the cyclic permutations of V. If E = 0, the empty
word is the only value of #.

A cyclic permutation ΘB corresponds to each subset B of E. If
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B Φ 0 and the elements of B form a subsequence bu , bk of a19 ,
am, then ΘB is represented by the array δx bk. If 5 = 0, then 0B

is the empty permutation.
A permutation β, acting on a nonempty set E, determines a par-

tition of E into nonempty subsets El9 fEnf called β-orbits: two
elements α, δ are in the same /3-orbit if α/3i = 6 for some integer i.
The β-cycles are the restrictions of β to the sets El9 , !£„. The
length of a /3-cycle is the number of elements in the corresponding
/3-orbit. β is a reflection (pure reflection) if the length of each /3-cycle
is at most 2 (exactly 2).

A structure S = (U, /3, p, 0) consists of a nonempty set £7 which
is#acted on by a permutation β, a reflection ô, and a cyclic permutation
#. S has carrier E, reduced carrier F = {a:ae E, ap = a], map θ,

and reduced map ΘF. It is required that there exist arrays H, Hp,
representing θ,θFf respectively, such that

( I ) There exist arrays Hu * 9Hnf n ^ 1, representing the β-
cycles, such that 1 —• H (insert Hu , Hn).

(II) Either p is the identity and Hp = H or there exist arrays
lu flkf k^lf representing the ^-cycles of length 2, such that
H->HP (delete I l f •••,!*).

S is said to be of type n. The members of F are ./ία ed elements;
the members of E — F are cancelled elements.

If Hp contains a subword /, of length 2, whose elements are α, 6,
then S' = (£7, /3, <τ, θ) is also a structure where aσ = δ, bσ = a and
σ = |O except on the set {α^6}. Indeed, if ifα- is defined by #p—*Hσ

(delete J), then iyσ represents the reduced map of S'. We say that S
contracts to S' in one step.

S is an ^-structure (^4^-structure) if a free generator is assigned
to each element in E in such a way that the values of the ^-cycles
of length 2 are null words and the values of the β-cycles are words
in ^? (in .Ar). When S is an ^-structure, of type ny with map θ
and reduced map tfj,, then the values of θ are & -words of type n and
the values of ΘF are relators of type n.

THEOREM 3.1. Each relator is a value of the reduced map of some
^-structure.

Proof. Use the definition of ^-structure and Lemma 2.1.
We now turn to some more definitions concerning a structure

S = (E, β, p, θ). S is called noncancelled if there exist fixed elements
in E. S is cancelled if E contains only cancelled elements. In the
latter case, p is a pure reflection.

If A is a nonempty subset of E, then A is the carrier of a sub-
structure T whenever A is closed under β and p. In this case, T =
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(A, 7, σ, ΘA) where 7, σ are the restrictions of β9 p, respectively, to the
set A. T is a proper substructure if A Φ E. S is minimal if it has
no proper substructures; S is simple if it has no proper cancelled sub-
structure.

THEOREM 3.2. Each relator is a value of the reduced map of some
simple ^-structure.

Proof. Use previous theorem and next lemma.

LEMMA 3.1. Each structure has the same reduced map as some
simple structure.

Proof. Consider a nonsimple structure S — (E, β, p, θ) determined
by the expressions 1 —>H (insert H19 9Hn) and H—+Hp (delete
Il9 , Ik) as in the definition of a structure. Suppose Sx = {El9 βu ρu 0X)
is the maximum cancelled proper substructure of S. Let H' denote
the array that results from deleting all the elements in Ev from H.

A sequence H'u , H'm remains after deleting from H19 , Hn the
terms which represent the A-cycles.

A sequence Γu •••,/{ remains after deleting from Il9 •• ,/fc the
terms which represent the ^-cycles. Then the expressions 1—>H'
(insert H[, •• ,iJ^ι) andίΓ—>H? (delete /[, •••,/[) determine a simple
structure having the same reduced map as S.

4* Complexes* A complex C — (E, β, p) consists of a finite,
nonempty set E which is acted on by a permutation β and a pure re-
flection p. If a is the map β, followed by p (i.e. a = βp), then the
α-orbits, the elements in E, and the /3-orbits are the vertices, edges,
and boundaries^ respectively, of C. Whenever a free generator is
assigned to each edge, the values of the /3-cycles are called the values
of the boundaries of C.

C is a disjoint union of 2 complexes (Eit βi9 p^) for i = 1, 2 if E
is a disjoint union of Eu E2 and βi9 p{ are the restrictions of β9 p,
respectively, to the set E{ (ί = 1, 2). If this is never the case, C is
said to be connected.

Since E is a disjoint union of the ̂ -orbits and each |O-orbit contains
exactly 2 edges, the number of edges is always even. Whenever α is
an edge, αp is called the inverse of α. If v, 2e, n denote the numbers
of vertices, edges and boundaries of C, then v — β + n is the Euler
characteristic. A spherical complex is a connected complex with Euler
characteristic 2.

Note that when S1 — (E19 β19 pu θ^ is a cancelled structure, then
Cx = (El9 β19 PJ) is a complex. Furthermore, St is minimal if and only
if CL is connected.
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5* From structures to complexes* We now describe a transition
from a noncancelled structure S to a cancelled structure Sύ with St

there is associated a complex Cx.
Suppose S = (JE7, /3, ft 0) is a noncancelled ^-structure, of type

n*zl, with iϊ, JEZp, i^, , Hn as in § 3. A cancelled .^-structure
Sx = (£Ί, A, ft, #i), of type w + 1, is defined as follows.

Let Hp = ax αm. Since S is noncancelled, Hp is nonempty and
m Ξ> 1. Choose m new elements 6lf , 6m; put JE7X = JS7 U {&i, , bm}.
#! is represented by HHn+1 where Hn+1 = bm bx. Then HpHn+1 —> 1
(delete J^, , Jm) where J{ = α ^ (1 ^ i ^ m). The ^-cycles are re-
presented by Hu •••, Hni Hn+1. The /Si-cycle represented by Hn+1 is
called the distinguished ^-cycle of Slβ

If p is the identity, then the ^-cycles are represented by
Jit * '>Jm' If p is not the identity, then we have H—*HP (delete
Iu i h) where the I{ represent the ^-cycles of length 2. In this
case, HHn+ι~* 1 (delete /lf , Ik, Ju , Jm) and the Ii9 Jι represent
the ft-cycles.

A free generator is assigned to each hi so that the values of Hp

and Hn+1 are inverse words. This insures that the values of the J*
are null words and the value of Hn+1 is a relator. The ^^-structure
Si is now complete and Cί = {Eu βu /Oj.

With reference to the construction of Su we have:

REMARK 5.1. If ab is a subword, of length 2, of some cyclic per-
mutation of Hp and if apt = c, bpx = d, then dc is a subword of some
cyclic permutation of Hn+ί. In other words, if α, b are distinct fixed
elements of S and aθF = b where ΘF is the reduced map of S, then

LEMMA 5.1. 7/ S is simple or minimal, then Sx is minimal.

Proof. Since minimal implies simple for structures, we assume S
is simple. Suppose a nonempty proper subset 4i (of JEΊ) is closed under
βx and px. Then A2 = Eλ — Ax also has this property; Alf A2 are
carriers of substructures of Slm Thus all the elements b{ are in the
same Aj9 say in A2. Therefore all the elements in Ax are cancelled
elements in S. But then Ax is the carrier of a proper cancelled sub-
structure of S, contary to the assumption that S is simple.

THEOREM 5.1. For each relator W there is a cancelled, minimal
Λr-structure Sι = (Elf βί9 p19 θλ), of type t^2 and a connected complex
d = (El9 β19 pλ) such that the β-cycles can be represented by t arrays
whose values are W~ι and t — 1 defining relators.
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Proof. By Theorem 3.2 there is a simple ^-structure S, of type
n ^ 1, where W is one of the values of the reduced map of S. Ear-
lier we constructed a cancelled ^//"-structure Sι — (Eu βu plf ΘJ, of
type n + 1, whose ^-cycles satisfy the desired condition. By Lemma
5.1 Sί is minimal; hence, C1 = (2£lf A, p j is connected.

6* Spherical complexes* The relationship between relators and
spherical complexes is given in Theorem 6.2 and in Theorem 6.4. Their
proofs depend on Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 6.3, which are converses.
Three preliminary lemmas are needed.

LEMMA 6.1. Let Hlf ,Hnbe arrays with disjoint sets of elements
satisfying 1—*H (insert Hu , Hn) where H is an array and n^2.
Suppose H has a subword I, of length 2, whose letters α, b are in
Hif Hh respectively, for i < j . Then 1 —> H {insert Hu , H^lf K,
Hi+1, , f/y_i, Hj+19 , Hn) for some array K, having subword I,
such that 1—+K (insert Hi9 Hά).

Proof. Let W be the array such that 1 -> ΈL' (insert Hu , Hi9

•'-,Hj) and H'—* H (insert Hj+1, •••, Hn). Then / is a subword of
H'. We also have 1-+H' (insert Hlf , H,_u Hif H3, Hi+U , H^).
Let Hi = AxaA2 and H, = BώB,.

lί I ~ α&, then B2 is the empty array and we put K ~
If / = 6α, then £ x is the empty array and we put K =

LEMMA 6.2. Let the array abc± cr (r ^ 1) represent a β-cycle
μ corresponding to a β-orbit B of a connected complex C = (E, βf p).
Assume ap = &. T/ten C /ιαs the same Euler characteristic as some
connected complex C = (£", /S', ̂ ') having 2 fewer edges than C.

Proof. Put JB' = {clf , cr) and E' = E - {a, b}. Let p{' be the
cyclic permutation represented by the array cι cr. Define pr to be
the restriction of p to the set E\ Define β' by putting βf = ̂ ' on
J5' and β' — β on Ef — B'. The connectedness of C follows from the
connectedness of C. Thus, it suffices to show that C has one more
vertex than C\

Since aβp = δ̂o = α, {α} is a vertex of C. cr is the only edge in
Ef having different images under βp and β'p'. In fact, crβρ = ap = b
and crffp* — cφf = c1(o. Furthermore 6 ̂  ĉ o since a Φ cι and ap — &.

Let (Z = cxp, a = /3^, α' = /3'^'. There is an tf-orbit V whose a-
cycle is represented by an array of the form crbdD and V is a disjoint
union of {&} and an α'-orbit V whose α'-cycle is represented by crdD.
Thus C, C have the same vertices, except that {α} and V in C are
replaced by V in C". This completes the proof.
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LEMMA 6.3. Let C = (E, β, p) be a connected complex with n ^ 2
boundaries. Let A = {a19 , αr}, j? = {δx, •••,&,} fee β-orbits whose
β-cycles μ, v are represented by arrays aλ ••• ar and bx δβ, re-
spectively. Assume bφ = α r. Tλew C /&αs £/&e same Euler characteristic
as some connected complex C = (£7, /3', /θ) having n — 1 boundaries.

Proof. Let μ' be the cyclic permutation represented by the array
0i M i •••&.. Define /3' by putting /3' = μ' on the set A u S and
βf = /3 otherwise. Then C has one more boundary than C" since 2
/3-orbits Λ, -B are replaced by one /3'-orbit A (J B. We must show that
C" has one more vertex than C (i.e. that /3'jθ has one more orbit than βp).

Only b8 = fc^"1 and αr have different images under βp than under
yS'/O. In fact b8βp = 6 ^ = αr and 68/5'/> = aφ\ arβp = α ^ and αr/37> =
6 ^ = α r. Furthermore aφ Φ ar since a1 Φ b1 and 6αio = ar.

Let c = aφ, a — βp, and a' = /3'|0. There is an α-orbit V whose
/3-cycle is represented by an array of the form b8arcD and V is a dis-
joint union of 2 α'-orbits F ' , V" whose α'-cycles are represented by the
arrays ar and b8cD. Thus C, C have the same vertices, except that V
is replaced by V and V". Therefore C has one more vertex than C.

The connectedness of C follows from the connectedness of C.

THEOREM 6.1. Lei S = (E, β, p, Θ) be a minimal, cancelled structure
of type n ^ l . Then C = {E, β, p) is a spherical complex.

Proof. Use induction on the number 2e of edges of C. Suppose
2e = 2. Then E = {α, 6} and α/9 = 6, bp = α; hence C is connected.
If the /3-orbits are {a} and {6} so that n = 2, then α/3|0 = αp = 6,
δβ ô — bp^a and {α, 6} is the only vertex. Thus v — e + n = 1 — 1 + 2 = 2.
If {α, 6} is the only /S-orbit so that n = 1, then α/3/> = bp = af bβp =
ap — b and {α}, {6} are the only vertices. Thus, t; — e + ̂  = 2 — 1 + 1 = 2.

Now assume that 2e ^ 4 and that the theorem holds for complexes
with fewer than 2e edges. Let H, Hu , Hn represent θ and the
/3-cycles and let Ix = α6, 72, , Ie represent the |O-cyeles. Assume that

l~*H ( i n s e r t Hu *--,H%)

H-+1 (delete J l f •••,/.).

Suppose α is in Hiy b is in iί^.

Case 1. (i — j) Then Ix is a sub word of H^ Let A be the
/3-cycle represented by Hi. It cannot happen that Hi = J2 since then
Cx = (Eu βί9 px) is a subcomplex of C where E1 = {α, 6} and /x represents
the only ^-cycle. Also S is minimal so C is connected; hence C = CΊ.
This is contrary to 2e ^ 4. Therefore, some cyclic permutation of H{

is of the form abc1 cr (r ^ 1).
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A minimal, cancelled structure S' = (25", /3', p', Θf) is determined as
follows. Let H', Hu , H^u H\, Hi+U ---,Hn represent θ' and the
^'-cycles, and 72, , Ie represent the ̂ '-cycles, where

H-> H' (delete Ix)

H{ — H[ (delete I,)

1 — H' (insert Hl9.- , H^l9 HI, Hi+ι, , Hu)

H'-*l (delete J2, •••,/.).

The complexes C" = (25", /?', ̂ ') and C have the same Euler charac-
teristic and C" is connected by Lemma 6.2.

Case 2. (i Φ j) Suppose i < j (Treatment of j < i is similar.) A
minimal, cancelled structure S' = (E, /3', p> θ) is determined as follows.
Let Hl9 , Hi_u K, Hi+1, , H3_u Hj+1, , Hn) represent the /3'-cycles
where K has the subword Ix and

1 —• H (insert Hu , H{_lf K, Hi+1, , 2?^!, Hj+1, , 2ϊJ

1 -> K (insert H,, Jϊ,) .

This is possible by Lemma 6.3.
The complexes C" = (E, β', p) and C have the same Euler charac-

teristic and C" is connected (by Lemma 6.1). In fact, some cyclic
permutation of 2Γ, Hit and Hά are of the forms at ar6i 6β, at ar,
and δx 6β, respectively, where /x = αr&lβ Now S' and C" can be
treated as in Case 1, since Ix is a subword of 2£.

Thus, in either one or two steps, we can always find a new minimal,
cancelled structure whose associated connected complex has 2(e — 1)
edges such that the original and new complexes have the same Euler
characteristic. By the induction assumption, the new complex has
Euler characteristic 2; hence, so does the original complex. This com-
pletes the proof.

THEOREM 6.2. For each relator W there is some spherical com-
plex C with n^2 boundaries such that a free generator is assigned
to each edge (with inverse free generators assigned to inverse edges),
W"1 is a value of one of the boundaries, and defining relators are
the values of the remaining boundaries.

Proof. Use Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 6.1.

THEOREM 6.3. Let C = (E, β, p) be a spherical complex with
n^l boundaries. Then there exists some minimal, cancelled structure
S = (E, β, p, θ).
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Proof. Use induction on n. We first prove the case n = 1. Here
β itself is the only /S-cycle. This case will be proved by induction on
the number 2e of edges. When 2e = 2, we have β = p and we take
θ = £.

Now assume w = 1, 2e ̂  4 and the theorem holds for complexes
having one boundary and fewer than 2e edges. There must be a
vertex containing just one edge since, if not, we have 2e ^ 2v and
v — e + 1 = 2 (where v is the number of vertices). But this implies
e Ξ> v and v = 1 + e which is impossible. If {α} is a vertex, let b — ap.
Then aβ = 6 since α/3^ = α. Thus /3 is represented by some array
i ϊ = IXH' where Λ s ab.

A connected complex C = (£", /3', ̂ ') with 2e — 2 edges and 1
boundary is defined by E' — E — {αδ} if we take /θ' to be the restric-
tion of p to Ef and put βf — βA with A = Ef. Now apply the induction
assumption to C". There exists a minimal, cancelled structure S' =
(£", /?', |θ', θr). There exist an array X representing θ' = yS' and arrays
Jg, •••,!! representing the ̂ '-cycles such that X—> 1 (delete Γ2, , 7^).
But since H' is a cyclic permutation of X, there exist arrays 72, •••,/«
representing the p'-cycles such that jff'-^l (delete I2, ••-,!«).

Since H—»Hr (delete IJ, we have that ^ = β is represented by an
array i f satisfying i f-> 1 (delete Iu J2, , /,). Thus S = (E, β, p, θ)
is a cancelled structure which is minimal since C is connected.

Now suppose n ^ 2. Assume that the theorem holds for complexes
having fewer than n boundaries. We need only consider the case that
there exist two edges α, 6, in different boundaries, such that ap = b.
For if an edge and its image under p are always in the same boundary,
then one boundary Et consists of the edges in some subcomplex which
must be the whole complex C, by the connectedness of C. But then
w = l .

Thus, we can choose two /3-cycles μ, v represented by arrays
αλ ar and bx b8f respectively, such that arp = δ lβ Form a con-
nected complex C" = (E, β\ p), having n — 1 boundaries, as in Lemma
6.3. The induction assumption implies that there is a minimal, can-
celled structure Sf = (E, β'y p, θ). Here one of the /S'-cycles μ' is
represented by the array αx arbλ •••&,. There exist arrays H, Hu

• , Hn^x representing θ and the n — 1 /3'-cycles such that 1 —»H
(insert Hl9 , Hn^). Then αx αr6x δ8 is a cyclic permutation of
Hif for some i. Thus 1 —> Hi (insert A, B) or 1 —> fl, (insert J3, A) for
some arrays A, J5 which are cyclic permutations of αx ar and δj δβ,
respectively. In either case, H splits into Hu , i ϊ -i, A, 5 , ϋΓi+1,

• , iϊw_i which represent the /S-cycles. Thus S — (E, β9 p, θ) is a
cancelled structure which is minimal since C is connected.

THEOREM 6.4. Let C = (E, β, p) be a spherical complex with n^2
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boundaries such that a free generator is assigned to each edge (with
inverse free generators assigned to inverse edges). If all but one of
the boundaries have values which are defining relatorsy then each
value of the remaining boundary is a relator.

Proof. A minimal, cancelled structure S — (E, β, p, Θ) exists by
Theorem 6.3. Suppose an array H represents Θ. Since H splits into
arrays representing the ^-cycles, W splits into null words so that W
is a relator. Since H splits into arrays representing the /3-cycles, W
splits into n — 1 defining relators and a word K (a value of the "re-
maining" /3-cycle). Since W is a relator, K must be a relator.

7* Sides of nontrivial complexes* In this section each complex
C = (E, β, p) is nontrivial (i.e. has n ^ 3 boundaries). When C is also
spherical, we show that each /3-cycle can be represented by an array
which is broken up into a product Xx Xt (t ̂  1) where each Xi has
certain properties. The X{ will be called sides. In order to define
sides, we classify the edges of C. Let a be an edge.

If either apβ = a or apβpβ Φ α, then a is initial. If. either
aβp = a or aβpβp Φ α, then a is final. Thus, if a is initial, final, or
neither, then ap is final, initial, or neither, respectively. Also, if a
is initial, then α/3"1 is final; if a is final, then aβ is initial.

An array X = αt ar (r ̂  1), which partially represents a /3-cycle,
is a side if αx is the only initial edge in X and αr is the only final
edge in X. If X = αx ar is a side, then the array Y = δr bu

where aφ = b{ (1 ̂  i ^ r), is called the inverse of X.

LEMMA 7.1. // X = αx αr is a side, so is its inverse Y = br 61#

Proof. It suffices to check that F partially represents a /3-cycle
when r ^ 2. i.e. δί+1/3 = b{ for 1 ̂  i ^ r — 1. Indeed, bi+1β — ai+ιpβ =
a>iβpβ = bφβpβ = 6i# The last equality holds since &; is not initial
for 1 ̂  i <; r — 1.

LEMMA 7.2. Lei C = (E, β, p) be a connected complex with n^S
boundaries. Then each boundary contains at least one initial edge
and at least one final edge (possibly the same edge).

Proof. Suppose the array A = ax αr, r ^ 1, represents a β-
cycle so that {au , ar} is a boundary. Let B = br 6X be the
inverse of A. Suppose all the a{ are not final. Then all the b{ are not
initial.

When r ^ 2, bi+1β = b{ for 1 ̂  ΐ ^ r - 1 as in the proof of the
previous lemma, bβ = aφβ = αr/3|0/3 = brρβρβ = br. When r = 1,
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aβ — ax and bβ = bφβpβ — bx. In either case, Ex = {au , αr, bu , δr}
is closed under /3 and p. Hence CΊ = (2^, βu ρx) is a subcomplex where
A, Pi are the restrictions of β, p to Eλ. CΊ must be the whole complex
by the connectedness of C. But CΊ has just two boundaries: {au ,
ar) and {δx, , δr}. This contradicts n ^ 3. Thus some α{ is final and
then aβ is initial.

LEMMA 7.3. Let C = (J5, /3, p) δe α connected complex with n^Z
boundaries. Then each β-cycle can be represented by a product
Xx Xt (t ̂  1) where each X{ is a side. This representation is
unique to within a cyclic permutation of these sides.

Proof. Let μ be a /3-cycle. Choose an array M> representing μ,
so that the first letter of M is an initial edge. (Then the last letter
of M is a final edge.) Therefore M s Xλ Xu t ^ 1, where an edge
in M is initial (final) if and only if it is the first (last) letter in some
Xi. The essential uniqueness of this representation follows from the
fact that each edge can be placed uniquely in one of four classes:
initial but not final, neither initial nor final, final but not initial and
both initial and final. This completes the proof.

Vertices containing exactly 2 edges are called nonessential; all
other vertices are essential. If the inverse arrays X ~ ax ar and
Y = br δx (r ^ 2) are sides, then {a{, δi+1} are nonessential vertices
for 1 ̂  i ^ r — 1 since aβp — ai+1ρ = δ i + 1 and bi+1βρ = bφ = a{. The
next lemma shows that all nonessential vertices arise in this way.

LEMMA 7.4. // {alf b2} is a nonessential vertex of a complex
C — (E, β, p) and if a2 = aJ39 bx — b2β, then axa2 and b2bx are subwords
of sides.

Proof. a2p — aβp = δ2; bφ — b2βp = αx. We must show that aι

is not final and α2 is not initial. Indeed, aβp Φ at since δ2 Φ ax;
aβpβp = a2pβp = bβp = αx. Also, α2iθyδ Φ a2 since α2io/3 = bβ = δx and
6^ z= αj =̂  δ2 = a2p. Similarly, δ2 is not final and bλ is not initial. This
completes the proof.

The relationships between essential vertices, final edges, and sides
can now be given.

LEMMA 7.5. Let C = (E, β9 p) be a nontrival complex. An edge
is in an essential vertex if and only if the edge is final. An edge
is final if and only if it is the last letter in some side.

Proof. Let a be an edge. Suppose a is in an essential vertex V.
If V — {α}, then aβp = a and a is final. If V contains at least 3
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edges, then α, b — aβp and c — bβp are distinct edges. Thus, aβpβp =
c Φ α; hence, a is final.

Now suppose a is final. If aβp = a, then {a} is a vertex. If
aβpβp Φ α, then b — aβp Φ a and c — bβp Φ a. Also a Φ b and the
fact that βp is a one-to-one map imply that b = α/3<o 9̂  δ/3̂  = c. There-
fore there is an essential vertex containing α, 6, c among its edges.
The second statement of Lemma 7.5 follows from the proof of Lemma 7.3.

THEOREM 7.1. Let C = (E,β,p) be the connected complex associated
with a cancelled, minimal Λ^-structure S — (E, β, p, θ), of type n ^ 3.
Assume that the values of the β-cycles are cyclically reduced words.
Let 2s, w denote the number of sides and the number of essential
vertices of C. Then there is no vertex containing just one edge,
2s ^ Zw, and w — s + n — 2.

Proof. If {a} were a vertex, then aβp = a; hence aβ — ap. Let
b — aβ. Then ab partially represents some /3-cycle μ. Since ap — b,
the value of ab is a null word which is a sub word of a value of μ.
This contradicts the assumption that the values of the /3-cycles are
cyclically reduced words. Hence, there is no vertex {a}.

Therefore each essential vertex contains at least 3 edges. Using
Lemma 7.5 and the resulting fact that there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between final edges and sides, we get 2s ^ Sw.

We know that v — e + n = 2 where v, 2e are the numbers of
vertices and edges of C. We show that v — e — w — shy letting each
pair of inverse sides (of -length m ^ 2) replace 2m edges and m — 1
nonessential vertices. In fact, if X = αx αm, Y = bm bx are in-
verse sides (m ^ 2), then the letters in X, Y are the discarded edges
and {aiy bi+1} for H i ^ m - 1 are the discarded vertices. Thus each
step reduces both v and e by m — 1. Lemma 7.4 assures us that each
nonessential vertex (if any) will be discarded in this process. After a
finite number of steps, we have discarded all edges which are not sides
and all nonessential vertices. Thus v — e = w — s and w — s + n = 2.

8* Calculations* Let S = (E, β, p, θ) be a noncancelled, minimal
^-structure, of type n ^ 2, with reduced map 0 .̂ Assume that the
values of ΘF are cyclically reduced words. Let S1 — (Eu βu pu ΘJ be
a cancelled, minimal ^y-structure, of type n + 1, associated with S.
(Thus the values of the ft-cycles are cyclically reduced words.) Suppose
that the distinguished β^cycle has m sides in the complex C1 — (Eu βu pj.

Consider a side X of a nondistinguished /3x-cycle of C1# X will be
called .a ĵ α̂ βcZ side whenever the inverse of X is a side of the distin-
guished &-cycle. In such a case, the letters in X are all fixed elements
in E.
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Let Bi denote the number of nondistinguished boundaries having
k sides, i sides of which are fixed; put Bk = Σ i Bi. Then we have

m = X

From Theorem 7.1 applied to CΊ we get 6w — 6s + 6(n + 1) = 12
and 4s ^ §w. Therefore

(2) 6n — 2s ^ 6 .

From (1) and (2) we get

Σ (6 - k)Bk ^ m + 6 + Σ ( Λ - 6)Bk

5

and

(3)

Now expand the left hand side of (3):

(4) Σ (6 - k)Bh = Σ (5 - k)Bl + Σ JΪJ + Σ (6 -
A l fcl ϋ s 1 A l

Σ
ϋ s - 1

(6 -
fc=2 i=2

Further,

(5) Σ Σ (6 - k)βi ^ 2Bj + Bϊ +
fc^2 ΐ=2

This can be seen as follows:
When (i, fc) is neither (2, 2) nor (2, 3), we have (6 — k) ^ i.
When i = k = 2, (6 - fc)Bi = 2J51 + iSί.
When i = 2, Λ = 3, (6 - &)#£ = J53

2 + i5£.
Now use (3), (4), and (5) to get:

(5 - k)B\ + X(6

But

Therefore,

m ^ Σ JB* + Σ Σ
fc=2 i=2
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(6) Σ (5 - k)B\ + Σ (6 - k)B\ + 2B\ + B\ ^ 6 .

9 Minimal relators* A minimal relator of type n is a value of
the reduced map of a minimal .^-structure of type n (i.e. a minimal
structure, of type n, which is also an ^-structure). Similarly a non-
minimal relator corresponds to a nonminimal ^-structure.

We aim to show that each relator splits into minimal relators. We
prove this by showing that an analogous situation holds for the reduced
map of a structure S and the reduced maps θu , θr of the minimal
substructures of S. This requires the following.

DEFINITION. Let θ,θu , θr be cyclic permutations acting on sets
E, Eu , Er, respectively, such that E — Ex U U Er is a disjoint
union (r ^ 1). θ splits into θu , θr if the θ{ can be put in a sequence
θ'u , θ'r and if arrays H, Hu , Hn representing 0, θ[, , #£, re-
spectively, can be chosen so that 1—>£Γ (insert Hu •• ,£Γr).

THEOREM 9.1. The reduced map of any structure S splits into
the reduced maps of the minimal substructures of S.

The proof of Theorem 9.1 requires a lemma.

LEMMA 9.1. Suppose the structure S = (E, β, p, θ) contracts to the
structure S' = {E> β, σ, θ) in one step. If S satisfies Theorem 9.1,
so does S'.

Proof. By assumption there exist arrays Hp, Hσ representing the
reduced maps of S, S', respectively, such that Hp —* H* (delete 7) for
some array /, of length 2, whose elements are α, 6. σ = p except on
the set {α, 6}; aσ = 6, bσ = a. Let Hμ = XIY and H9 S 1 7 .

If S { = (E{1 βiy pu θi) are the minimal substructures of S (1 ^ ΐ ^ r),
then there exist arrays Mlf , Mr representing the reduced maps of
&u •> £r, respectively, such that l~>iϊp (insert Mu , Λfr). Suppose
aeEif beEjm

Case 1. (ί = j) Since JŜ  is closed under β and σ, Et is the carrier
of a substructure Si of S'. The fact that S{ is minimal implies that
each nonempty proper subset A (of Eζ) is not closed under both β and
p; hence A is not closed under both β and σ. Thus Si is a minimal
substructure of S\

Let Mi = P/Q. Then the possibly empty array Ml = PQ represents
the reduced map of St . Finally, 1 —> H* (insert Mίf , M{_u M\, Mi+1,
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Case 2. (i < j) By Lemma 6.1, there is an array K such that
1 — Hp (insert Ml9 , M^u K, Mi+U . , M^u Mj+U . , Mr), 1-+K
(insert Miy Ms\ and ϋΓ is of the form K = PIQ.

Eiy ESi and hence E{ U Es are closed under β and ô. Then E{ U -Ej
is closed under σ and is the carrier of a substructure SJ of S\ Since
2£4, 2?if and each nonempty proper subset of either E{ or E3 are not
closed under both β and σ, we have that SI is a minimal substructure
of S\

The possibly empty array K = PQ represents the reduced map of
Si; l^Hσ (insert AΓlf , ifM, K\ Mi+1, , ikf,̂ , M i+1, , Mr). This
completes the proof of Lemma 9.1.

Now Theorem 9.1 can be proved. Let S = (E, β, p, θ) be a struc-
ture with k /O-cycles of length 2. If it = 0, then p is the identity,
the /3-orbits are the carriers of the minimal substructures of S, and θ
is the reduced map of S. Theorem 9.1 holds in this case since θ splits
into the yδ-cycles (by the definition of a structure).

If k ^ 1, then there exist structures To = (E, β, ρ0, θ), , Tk =
(2?, /3, jθfc, 0) where />0 is the identity and ρk = p, Tk = S such that Γf

contracts to Γ ί+1 in one step (0 ^ ΐ g i - 1). Use Lemma 9.1 and the
fact that To satisfies Theorem 9.1 to get that Tk = S satisfies Theorem
9.1. This completes the proof.

Since each relator is a value of the reduced map of some &*-
structure, we have

COROLLARY 9.1. Each relator splits into minimal relators.

The next 3 lemmas will be useful later.

LEMMA 9.2. A nonminimal relator, of type n ^ 2, splits into re-
lators having, types smaller than n.

Proof. Observe that a relator of type 1 is necessarily minimal.
Use Theorem 9.1 and the fact that a nonminimal structure, of type
n ^ 2, has minimal substructures whose types have sum n.

LEMMA 9.3. Let S = (E, β, p, θ) be a structure. If the array
H = α<?i crbDy r ^ 1, represents θ and if the fixed elements a, b
satisfy aβ = 6, then {clf , cr} is closed under β and p.

Proof. There exist arrays Hlf — ,Hn representing the /3-cycles
t*u * ι J"»> respectively, such that 1—*H (insert Hu •••,#„). Since
aβ = by ab is a subword of Hi for some i, 1 g i g n. Since ab is not
a subword of JT, we have i < n. The set {cu , cr} must be the
union of the /3-orbits corresponding to some subsequence of μi+1, ,
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μn. Hence, {cly * ,cr} is closed under β.
Since a, b are fixed elements, we have that {cu , cr} is closed

under p.

LEMMA 9.4. Let α, 6 be fixed elements of a minimal structure
S — (E, β, p, θ) with reduced map ΘF. If aβ = 6, then aθ — b and
aθF = 6.

Proof. If a# Φ b, then there is an array acγ crb, r ^ 1, which
partially represents θ. Lemma 9.3 implies that {cu , cr} is the carrier
of a proper substructure of S. This is impossible since S is minimal.
Thus, aθ = 6. But then α#p = 6 since α, 6 are fixed elements.

10* Asymmetric relators* Let W be an ^-word with 1 —> W
(insert Ru , ϋίj where the JB̂  are defining relators. We always
consider just one mode of performing the insertions (if there is more
than one). Since each letter of W originates from a letter of one of
the Rif there is a one-to-one correspondence between the letters in W
and the letters in Ru , Rn.

Let X = XλxX2 and Γ = Yύ/Yi be any two of the R{. Suppose
that x, y correspond to the letters u, v in W; that u, v can cancel with
each other during free reduction of W; and that the words X2Xxx and
yYxYt are inverses. Then we say that u,v can cancel symmetrically
or that W is a symmetric ^-word.

In this situation, either u, v are adjacent in W or u,v are separated
by a nonempty sub word (of TΓ) which freely reduces to 1. We indicate
this by saying that u, v can cancel either immediately or eventually;
W is either immediately or eventually symmetric. If no two letters
of W can cancel symmetrically during free reduction of W, then W is
an asymmetric ^-word. Finally, an asymmetric (symmetric) relator
of type t is a partially reduced asymmetric (symmetric) ^-word of
type ί.

LEMMA 10.1. // a word W splits into t ^ 2 defining relators,
two of which are X, Y, then W splits into two words U, V such that

U splits into p ^ 1 defining relators, one of which is X,
V splits into q ^ 1 defining relators, one of which is Y,
and p + q = t.

Proof. Use induction on t. The lemma holds for t = 2 with
U = X, V — Y. Let t ^ 3 and assume the lemma is true for smaller
*. Suppose 1-+W (insert Ru , Rt) and X = Riy Y= Rό for i < j .
Let PΓ be the word such that l-> W (insert Rlf , Rt^) and W-+W
(insert Rt).
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If j = ί, choose Z7 s IF', V = JR*. If j < ί, then by the induction
assumption TF' splits into two words U\ V which split into pf defining
relators and qf defining relators among which are X and Y, respectively,
where pf + qf = t — 1, We can choose U, V so that either U = Uf and
F ' — F (insert Rt) o r F = 7 ' and Z7' — U (insert i2f).

LEMMA 10.2. An eventually symmetric &-word W, of type t ^ 2,
is freely equal to some immediately symmetric &-word W, of type t.

Proof. Suppose 1 —> W (insert Ru , Rt) where the Rk are de-
fining relators. Let W contain the letters u, v which can eventually
cancel symmetrically during free reduction of W. Suppose that u, v
correspond to the letters x, y in Ri s X1xX2y Rό = Y^yYi. Apply the
previous lemma with X = Rit Y = Rό to find the words U, V. Then
C7, F have cyclic permutations Z7', F', respectively, such that the
product U', F ; is a cyclic permutation of W.

Let ΣΛ = MiViMi and F ' = N2 = N2nN1 where m, n correspond to
x, y, respectively. Since u, v can cancel in W, either N1Mι or M2N2

freely reduces to 1. Thus W has a cyclic permutation mM2N2nN1M1

which partially reduces to either M2N2 or NJH^
Put W" = M2M1mnN1N2 which is an ^-word of type t. In fact,

MfMjm is a cyclic permutation of U and is an ^-word of the same
type as U by Remark 2.1. Similarly, nNtN2 and F are ^-words of
the same type. Thus W" is a product of ^-words whose types have
sum t.

Either W" partially reduces to M2M1 or W" has a cyclic permu-
tation which partially reduces to NMi. Thus W" has a cyclic permu-
tation W which is freely equal to W.

LEMMA 10.3. Let W be a word which splits into t ^ 2 defining
relators R19 , Rt. If two letters u,v in W can immediately cancel
symmetrically j then W also splits into t — 2 defining relators and
one or more null words.

Proof. Let Ri = XλxX2 and Rά = Y2yYχ where x, y correspond to
u,v, respectively. By assumption, X2Xxx and yYxY2 are inverses so
that XxxyYγY2X2 and XxYxY2yxX2 freely reduce to 1.

The proof of Lemma 6.1 shows that W splits into t — 2 defining
relators and a word C7. Either U = X^i/ ^1^2 (with Y2 = 1) or Z7 =
X2Y2yxXi (with Fj = 1). In either case, Ϊ7 freely reduces to 1 so that
U splits into one or more null words. Thus, W splits into t — 2 defining
relators and one or more null words.
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LEMMA 10,4. Suppose 1 —> U (insert X, Y) where X, Y are re-
lators of types p , g ^ O with the understanding that a relator of type
0 is a null word. Let U have a subword N which is a null word
whose letters u, v correspond to a letter in X and a letter in Y,
respectively. Let V be defined by U-+V (delete JV). Then V is a
relator of type p + q.

Proof. If p = q = 0, then X, Y and hence V are null words. If
p > 0, q = 0, then V s X. If p = 0, g > 0, then either V = Y or F
is a cyclic permutation of F.

Finally, if p > 0, g > 0, then X, Y are partially reduced forms of
& -words P, Q of types pf qf respectively. Then U is a partially re-
duced form of an ^?-word ikf, of type p + q, such that 1—»M (insert
P, Q). Thus C7 is a relator of type p + q; hence so is V.

LEMMA 10.5. If a word W splits into null words and/or relators
having types whose sum is t ^ 1, then this is alεo true for each word
W which is freely equal to W.

Proof. It suffices to check the cases when W is obtained from
W by a single insertion or deletion of a null word N. If W—> W
(insert JV), then W satisfies the lemma.

Now suppose W—» W (delete JV). By assumption 1—> W- (insert
Wlf •••, Wr) where Wu •••, Wr are null words and/or relators having
types whose sum is t. Let Wk have type tk with tk = 0 if Wk is a
null word. The lemma holds when each Wk is a null word since then
W also splits into null words. Therefore, assume some Wk is not a
null word so that t1 + + tr = t.

One possibility is that the letters in N correspond to letters in the
same W{ so that Wi -+ W\ (delete JV) for some word W\. If t{ = 0,
W\ is the empty word. If t{ ^ 1, W\ is either empty or a relator of
type U. In any case, 1 -> W (insert W» , W^u W'iy Wi+U , WX

The other possibility is that the letters in N correspond to letters
in two words Wu Ws so that r ^ 2. Lemma 6.1 implies that W splits
into r — 2 Wks, having types whose sum is t — t{ — tjy and a word U
which splits into Wif W,. Then W splits into the same r — 2 Wks
and a word V such that ί7—> V (delete N). By the previous lemma,
V is a relator of type t{ + t3>. This completes the proof.

LEMMA 10.6. A symmetric relator W, of type t ^ 2, splits into
null words and/or relators having types smaller than t.
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Proof. Let W be a partially reduced form of a symmetric ^
V of type t. By Lemma 10.2 V is freely equal to an immediately
symmetric ^-word V of type t. By Lemma 10.3 either t = 2 and
V splits into null words or t ^ 3 and F ' splits into null words and
relators having types whose sum is t — 2, (since a defining relator is
a relator of type 1). By Lemma 10.5, W splits into null words and/or
relators having types whose sum is t — 2. This implies Lemma 10.6.

THEOREM 10.1. Each relator splits into null words and/or
asymmetric relators.

Proof. Let W be a relator of type t ^ 1. When t = 1, W is a
defining relator which is an asymmetric relator. Use induction on t.
Let t ^ 2 and assume the theorem for relators of type smaller than
t. Theorem 10.1 then follows from Lemma 10.6.

II* Proof of Main Theorem* In order to solve the word problem
in the presented group &, it suffices to be able to recognize the
asymmetric, minimal relators \$iich we call basic relators.

THEOREM 11.1. Each relator splits into null words and/or basic
relators.

Proof. Use Lemma 9.2, Lemma 10.6 and the fact that a relator
of type 1 (a defining relator) is a basic relator. This completes proof.

We now consider a basic relator in a sixth group. More specifically,
consider a cyclically reduced relator W which is a value of the reduced
map of a minimal, noncancelled ^-structure S = (E, β, p, 0), of type
n ^ 2. Then some cyclic permutation of W is the freely reduced form
of an ^-word V of type n, where V is a value of θ. We assume
that V is an asymmetric ^-ward so that W is an asymmetric relator.
The structure S characterizes one method of freely reducing V to a
word which is a cyclic permutation of W. As usual, let Sx = (Eu βu pu 0X)
be the cancelled ^/"-structure associated with S; Cx = (Eu βu pλ). Note
that Ci has no vertex containing just one edge (by Theorem 7.1).

In this situation, consider the B\ of § 8. The following lemma
implies that B\ = B\ = B\ = 0.

LEMMA 11.1. Let S = {E, β, p, θ) be a noncancelled, minimal
structure with associated cancelled structure Sλ — (Eu βu ρu ΘJ. Let
d = (E19 βlt pj and assume that Cλ has no vertex containing just one
edge. Suppose the product XY of nonempty arrays partially re-
presents a nondistinguished β^cycle and X, Y are both sides in Cx.
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Then X, Y are not both fixed sides. Also, there is no nondistinguished
β^cycle tvhich is represented by one fixed side.

Proof. Suppose X, Y are fixed sides. This assumption together
with the fact that XY partially represents a nondistinguished A-cycle
imply that XY partially represents ΘF, the reduced map of S. Let a be
the last letter in X; let b be the first letter in Y. Since Y is a side of
Cu b is an initial edge. Also, since {b} cannot be a vertex of Cu we
have bρβt Φ b.

Since α, 6 are fixed elements of S and aβ = aβx = δ, we have
<xθF = 6 by Lemma 9.4. By Remark 5.1 bp1β1 = apt. Hence bp^βφSi —
aPipβi = dβi = b. This contradicts the fact that 6 is an initial edge
of d . Thus, both X and Y cannot be fixed sides.

Now let Z be a fixed side, representing a nondistinguished &-cycle.
If Z is of length ^ 2 , let α, 6 be the last and first letters of Z, re-
spectively, so that a Φ b. We get a contradiction as before.

If Z is of length 1 and Z ~ α, then α/3 = α& = α and α<o = α.
Hence, {α} is the carrier of a proper substructure of S, which is again
a contradiction. This completes the proof.

Let the arrays MX and YN represent nondistinguished /Si-cycles
JΛ, v. respectively. Assume that the values of MX, YN are the defining
relators Rlf Ru respectively, and that X, Y are inverse sides.

If μ Φ vy then Rlf R« are not inverses since Fis asymmetric. Hence,
R1 and Rϊ1 are distinct defining relators with a common subword (the
value of X). The less-than-one-sixth property implies that

< * ) l(X) < — l(MX) and l(Y) < — l(YN) .
6 6

It is also possible that μ — v. In this case Ru R2 are cyclic per-
mutations of one another. Once again (*) will hold provided that Rl9 R»
are not inverses. But this proviso holds.

LEMMA 11.2. If T is a nonempty cyclically reduced word, then
-no cyclic permutation of T is the word Γ""1.

Proof. Let Z7= Γ22\ be a cyclic permutation of Γ = T,T2. If
U = T~\ then Tt = T^\ Γ2 = T;1; hence Tu T2 are empty words,

•contradiction.
Thus, for Cί9 we also have B°k = 0 for 1 g k ^ 6. From (6) in

§ 8, we get W\ + 2B\ + B\^ 6. This implies the Main Theorem with
Pk = B\, k = 2, 3, 4.
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